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Abstract. Motivated by the construction of invariants of links in 3-space, we study spin models on graphs for
which all edge weights (considered as matrices) belong to the Bose-Mesner algebra of some association scheme.
We show that for series-parallel graphs the computation of the partition function can be performed by using series-
parallel reductions of the graph appropriately coupled with operations in the Bose-Mesner algebra. Then we
extend this approach to all plane graphs by introducing star-triangle transformations and restricting our attention
to a special class of Bose-Mesner algebras which we call exactly triply regular. We also introduce the following
two properties for Bose-Mesner algebras. The planar duality property (defined in the self-dual case) expresses
the partition function for any plane graph in terms of the partition function for its dual graph, and the planar
reversibility property asserts that the partition function for any plane graph is equal to the partition function for the
oppositely oriented graph. Both properties hold for any Bose-Mesner algebra if one considers only series-parallel
graphs instead of arbitrary plane graphs. We relate these notions to spin models for link invariants, and among
other results we show that the Abelian group Bose-Mesner algebras have the planar duality property and that for
self-dual Bose-Mesner algebras, planar duality implies planar reversibility. We also prove that for exactly triply
regular Bose-Mesner algebras, to check one of the above properties it is sufficient to check it on the complete
graph on four vertices. A number of applications, examples and open problems are discussed.
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1 Introduction

A spin model is defined on a directed graph G by assigning to each edge e a square matrix
w(e) whose rows and columns are indexed by a given finite set X. Let c: V(G) ->• X be
an arbitrary coloring of the vertices of G with elements of X. Then with each edge e from
v to v' is associated the (c(v), c(v')) entry of w(e). The product over all edges of these
numbers is called the weight of the coloring c, and the sum of weights of all colorings is
called the partition function.

These concepts are of fundamental importance in statistical mechanics (see for instance
[12], [14], [46]). They are also of great interest in graph theory. In particular Tutte's
dichromatic polynomial [52] is essentially equivalent to the partition function of the Potts
model of statistical mechanics. More recently V. F. R. Jones [33] showed how to use spin
models to define invariants of links in 3-space, such as the famous polynomial invariant
previously discovered by him in a completely different setting [35]. Each link can be
represented by a plane graph with signed edges, and V. F. R. Jones defines on this signed
graph a spin model for which the matrix associated with any edge is chosen according to
sign among two given matrices W+, W-. Then he gives a set of equations which, when
satisfied by W+, W -, guarantee that the partition function (after an adequate normalization)
is a link invariant. The basic tool here is the fact that the natural topological equivalence



of links is represented in terms of signed plane graphs as the equivalence generated by
certain simple graph transformations (among which a signed version of the ubiquitous star-
triangle transformation). To each type of graph transformation corresponds an equation
and in particular to the star-triangle transformation corresponds the so-called star-triangle
equation. Only symmetric matrices were considered in [33], but the extension to arbitrary
matrices has been introduced in [38] and we shall deal here with this more general concept
which involves the representation of oriented links by directed signed plane graphs (see
Proposition 1). The study of spin models which give rise to link invariants, which we call
topological spin models, is the main motivation for the present paper, and Section 2 is
devoted to a detailed presentation of this topic.

The matrices defining topological spin models which have been found so far belong
to the Bose-Mesner algebra of some association scheme (see [33], [34], [25], [31], [26],
[5], [3], [42], [39], [9]). Such algebras can be characterized as commutative algebras of
complex square matrices which are closed under transposition and Hadamard product and
contain the identity matrix and the all-one matrix. As already shown in [31], Bose-Mesner
algebras (called here BM-algebras) provide a convenient and natural framework for the
construction of topological spin models. We introduce this framework in Section 3, first
recalling some basic notions on association schemes and BM-algebras. In particular we
present the concepts of duality map and self-duality which will play a prominent role in the
sequel. The reason for this is described in Proposition 2, which asserts that if the matrices
W+, W- defining a topological spin model generate a BM-algebra in a certain sense, then
this BM-algebra is self-dual with duality map exchanging (up to a multiplicative factor and
transposition) W+ and W- (see [4], [6], [31]). When this last situation occurs we say that
the topological spin model fully belongs to the self-dual BM-algebra. We show how in this
case all matrix equations of Proposition 1 except the star-triangle equation reduce to one
system of d + 1 quadratic equations in d + 1 unknowns, where d + 1 is the dimension of
the BM-algebra.

In the sequel of the paper we consider only spin models defined on (directed) graphs in
such a way that all matrices assigned to edges belong to a given BM-algebra. Then, as
explained in Section 4, if a graph contains a loop, a pendant edge, two edges in series or
two edges in parallel, one can easily compute the partition function on a reduced graph for
which the assignment of matrices to edges has been modified in an appropriate way. In
particular if a graph is series-parallel the partition function can be computed by iterating this
process. Such a computation, which we call series-parallel evaluation, only uses the abstract
properties of the BM-algebra and not its actual representation by matrices. We introduce a
convenient formalism to describe series-parallel evaluation. In this formalism, the partition
function is viewed as a linear form on a tensor product of copies of the BM-algebra, with
one copy for each edge of the graph. This seems to be the most natural way to incorporate
into a single object all spin models defined on the graph by assigning an element of the
BM-algebra to each edge. Also a significant advantage of this approach is that we can state
our results more abstractly, independently of the various explicit forms which derive from
different choices of a basis for the BM-algebra (even if some proofs will rely on such a
choice). For instance, the concept of series-parallel evaluation is described in Proposition 3
by expressing the partition function for a series-parallel graph as a composition of linear
maps. As an illustration of the usefulness of series-parallel evaluation and to introduce other
results appearing in subsequent sections, we show in Proposition 4 that the partition function
for a series-parallel graph is not modified if one reverses simultaneously the orientations of
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all edges. One interesting consequence is that a link invariant associated with a topological
spin model whose matrices W+, W- belong to a BM-algebra will never be able to detect
the reversal of orientations of all components of a link if this link can be represented by a
series-parallel signed graph (this is the case for the examples of noninvertible knots given
in [49]).

What we would like to do now is to extend the concept of series-parallel evaluation to
all plane graphs. This will be possible if we consider only certain BM-algebras which
we call exactly triply regular. The evaluation process will rely on Epifanov's Theorem
[22] (see also [24], [50], [23]) which asserts that every connected plane graph can be
reduced to a trivial graph by a finite number of star-triangle transformations and series-
parallel reductions (see Proposition 5). Then we shall be able to define such an evaluation
process (which we call star-triangle evaluation) if, given any two plane graphs related by
a star-triangle transformation, the partition function for one graph can be evaluated from
the partition function for the other by composing it with a certain linear map (this map
relates two tensor products of three copies of the BM-algebra, one being associated with
the star edges and the other with the triangle edges). In Section 5 we define exactly triply
regular BM-algebras in such a way that the necessary linear maps exist and this allows the
star-triangle evaluation process described in Proposition 6. Actually the concept of exactly
triply regular BM-algebra is closely related to the combinatorial concept of triply regular
association scheme (explored for distance-regular graphs in [48]). Informally speaking,
an association scheme on X (or the corresponding BM-algebra) is triply regular if for any
triple (x, y, z) of elements of X the number of elements of X satisfying given scheme
relations with x,y,z only depends on the mutual relations between x,y,z. We give an
algebraic formulation of this property and introduce in a natural way the dual property
(see Propositions 7 and 8). We can then define an exactly triply regular BM-algebra as
a BM-algebra which is both triply regular and dually triply regular. As a consequence,
self-dual triply regular BM-algebras are exactly triply regular (Proposition 9) and it follows
that the star-triangle evaluation process applies to many known topological spin models.
We conclude Section 5 with a simple form of the star-triangle equation for the case of
topological spin models which fully belong to a self-dual triply regular BM-algebra.

In Section 6 we introduce and study a property of self-dual BM-algebras which we call
planar duality. This property asserts that the partition function for any connected plane
graph can be computed (up to a suitable factor) by replacing the graph by its dual, replacing
the matrix associated with each edge by its image under the duality map, and then evaluating
the corresponding partition function. We first show, using series-parallel evaluation, that
this holds for any self-dual BM-algebra, provided we restrict our attention to series-parallel
graphs (Proposition 10). Then, extending an idea due to N. L. Biggs [16], we prove
that any Abelian group self-dual BM-algebra has the planar duality property (Proposition
11). In the case of a plane graph to the edges of which are assigned matrices W+ or W-

defining a topological spin model which fully belongs to the given self-dual BM-algebra, the
planar duality property simply expresses the fact that the link invariant associated with the
topological spin model can be equivalently computed on two dual signed graphs representing
the link (see [33], Proposition 2.14). We use this fact to show that if the matrices W+, W-

generate the BM-algebra in a certain strong sense (this property is in general stronger than
the generation property considered in Proposition 2 but is equivalent to it in the symmetric
case), this BM-algebra satisfies the planar duality property (Proposition 12). Then, aiming
at possible extensions of Proposition 4 and its consequences for link invariants, we introduce
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the planar reversibility property for BM-algebras, which asserts that the partition function
for any plane graph is not modified if one reverses the orientations of all edges. Applying an
idea of [38] we show that in particular the BM-algebras of group schemes have this property
(Proposition 13). We also prove in Proposition 14 that for a self-dual BM-algebra the planar
duality property implies the planar reversibility property. It is natural to consider a weaker
version of each of these properties where we restrict our attention to only one plane graph,
the complete graph on 4 vertices (which is the unique minor-minimal non-series-parallel
graph). We call K4 duality and K4 reversibility these weaker versions. We obtain algebraic
formulations of these properties (Propositions 15 and 16) and show in Proposition 17 that
they always hold for BM-algebras of dimension at most 3. Finally in Propositions 18 and 19
we show that for a self-dual triply regular BM-algebra, planar duality or planar reversibility
are actually equivalent to k4 duality or K4 reversibility respectively.

The above results are illustrated in Section 7 on four examples. We examine briefly the
case when the BM-algebra has dimension 2, which leads to the well known topological spin
models for the Jones polynomial. In Proposition 20, we give our version of a short proof by
Munemasa [40] of the fact that every BM-algebra of dimension 3 generated by a topological
spin model (in the sense of Proposition 2) is exactly triply regular (in the symmetric case
this also follows from the results of [31]). We also show in Proposition 21 that there is no
non-symmetric triply regular BM-algebra of dimension 3 on a set of at least 4 elements
(a reformulation of a result by Herzog and Reid [29]), thus obtaining another proof of the
result by Ikuta [30] that these algebras are not generated by topological spin models. In
Proposition 22, we use star-triangle evaluation to show that the link invariant associated
with a certain topological spin model constructed by K. Nomura [42] in the BM-algebra
of a given Hadamard graph only depends on the order of this Hadamard graph. This is the
first step in the proof of an expression for this invariant in terms of the Jones polynomial
of a link and its sublinks [32]. For our last example we give another proof of the planar
duality property for Abelian group self-dual BM-algebras and we present in Proposition
23 a general family of topological spin models which fully belong to such a BM-algebra.
They contain the models of [3] as special cases and can be identified with the models of
[39] (see [6]).

Finally in Section 8 we conclude this paper with a discussion of our results and some open
problems concerning the various properties of BM-algebras which we have introduced.

2 Spin models for graphs and links

All graphs will be finite, and loops and multiple edges will be allowed. Graphs will be
directed, unless otherwise specified. The vertex-set and edge-set of the graph G will be
denoted by V(G) and E(G) respectively. The initial (respectively: terminal) end of an
edge e of G will be denoted by i(e) (respectively: t ( e ) ) . For every finite non-empty set
X, M ( X ) will denote the set of square matrices with complex entries and with rows and
columns indexed by X. The entry of the matrix A with row index x and column index y will
be denoted by A[x, y]. Recall that the Hadamard product of two matrices A, B in M(X)
is denoted by A o B and given by (A o B)[x, y] = A[x, y ] B [ x , y] for all x, y in X. The
transpose of a matrix A will be denoted by AT and the ordinary product of two matrices
A, B will be denoted by AB. We shall denote by / the identity matrix and by J the all-one
matrix (i.e. the identity for the Hadamard product).
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Let G be a graph and w be a mapping from E(G) to M(X) whose values will be called
edge weights. Let us call state ofG any mapping o from V(G) to X. We define the weight
w(e | a) of the edge e with respect to the state a as w(e)[a(i(e)), a(t(e))]. The weight
of the state a is then w (o ) = Y [ e e E ( G ) w(e I o) (this will be set to 1 if E(G) is empty).
Let Z(G, w) = Z!CT:v(G)->x w(°) be the sum of weights of states. Z(G, w) is the partition
function of the spin model defined on the graph G by the system of weights w. This concept
plays an important r61e in statistical mechanics (see [12], [14], [46]) and leads to interesting
invariants of graphs (see [52], [28], [27]). The main motivation of the present paper is the
application of spin models to the construction of invariants of links, as initiated by V.F.R.
Jones in [33].

A link consists of a finite collection of disjoint simple closed smooth curves (the compo-
nents of the link) in 3-space. If each component has received an orientation, the link is said
to be oriented. (Oriented) links can be represented by (oriented) diagrams. A diagram of
a link is a generic plane projection (there is only a finite number of multiple points, each
of which is a simple crossing), together with an indication at each crossing of which part
of the link goes over the other, and, for oriented links, with some arrows which specify the
orientations of the components (some examples are displayed in Figure 1). The Tail number
(or writhe) T(L) of an oriented diagram L is the sum of signs of its crossings, where the
sign of a crossing is defined on Figure 2.

Two links are ambient isotopic if there exists an isotopy of the ambient 3-space which
carries one onto the other (for oriented links, this isotopy must preserve the orientations).
This natural equivalence of links is described at the diagram level by Reidemeister's The-
orem, which asserts that two diagrams represent ambient isotopic links if and only if one
can be obtained from the other by a finite sequence of elementary local diagram transfor-
mations, the Reidemeister moves. These moves belong to three basic types described for
the unoriented case in Figure 3 (for the oriented case all possible local orientations of these
configurations must be considered). A move is performed by replacing a part of diagram
which is one of the configurations of Figure 3 by an equivalent configuration without al-
tering the remaining part of the diagram. More details can be found for instance in [11]
or [36].

Reidemeister's Theorem allows the definition of a link invariant as a valuation of diagrams
which is invariant under Reidemeister moves. As shown in [33], one may use spin models
to define such valuations. The construction of [33] was restricted to spin models using only
symmetric matrices. We present now an extension of this construction suggested by V.F.R.
Jones and due to K. Kawagoe, A. Munemasa and Y. Watatani [38]. An even more general
construction was introduced recently by E. Bannai and E. Bannai [2] and some of the results
to follow should be relevant to this generalization as well.

With every connected unoriented diagram L we associate an undirected plane graph
G(L) as follows (see for instance [11]). The regions of the plane delimited by the diagram
are colored with two colors, black and white, in such a way that adjacent regions receive
different colors and the infinite region is colored white. Then G(L) has one vertex r° for
each black region r, and one edge c° for each crossing c. The vertex r° is placed inside r.
If the crossing c is incident to the (possibly identical) black regions r\, r-i, the edge c° has
ends r,°, r% and is embedded as a simple curve joining these ends through c. This will be
done in such a way as to obtain a plane embedding of G(L).

Now each edge c° of G(L) will receive a sign s(c°) e {+, -} which is defined by the
color of the regions first swept by the upper part of the link near the crossing c when
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slightly rotated clockwise around c (see Figure 4). Note that the sign of an edge must not
be confused with the sign of the corresponding crossing.

Moreover if the link diagram is oriented, G(L) will also receive an orientation. The
orientation of the edge c° will be denned by that of the upper part of the link near the
crossing c as shown on Figure 5.

Figure 2.

Figure I.



Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.
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We now introduce two matrices W+ and W in M(X), where X is a set of size n >
2, and two numbers a and D, with D2 = n. Let w, be the mapping from E(G(L))
to M(X) such that for every edge e, ws(e) = W+ if s(e) = + and w s ( e ) = W- if
s(e) = —. We associate with every connected oriented diagram L the complex number
Z(L) = a-T(L)D-lv(G(L))IZ(G(L), WS,).

If the oriented diagram L is not connected, we define Z(L) as the product of the values
of the function Z on the connected components of L.

The following result can be found in [38] (see also [33] for the symmetric case, and [2]
for a generalization using four matrices).

Proposition 1 The function Z is a link invariant whenever the following equations are
satisfied.

Sketch of Proof. The invariance of Z(L) under (oriented) Reidemeister moves is checked
by associating with each move on L the corresponding graph transformation on G(L)
(two cases must be considered for each move, one for each local coloring of the regions).
Equations (1), (2) (respectively: (3), (4)) guarantee invariance under Reidemeister moves
of type I (respectively: II). For Reidemeister moves of type III, only one oriented version
of the move described on Figure 3 needs to be considered (see for instance [51]). We shall
consider the version where all arrows are oriented downwards. This leads to (5) and another
similar equation where W~ is replaced by its transpose, but this second equation can be
shown to derive from the first one together with (3), (4). D

We shall call a topological spin model a triple (X, W+, W~), where W+, W-are matrices
in M(X) which satisfy the properties (1) to (5) for some numbers a and D with D2 = n =
\X\ (a is the modulus and D is the loop variable of the model).

Remarks

(i) The properties (1) to (5) are not independent (see [2], [33], [38]).

(ii) When the matrices W+, W~ are symmetric, Z(G(L), wx) does not depend on the
orientation ofG(L). Then we have exactly the definition of spin models given in [33],
and we shall call such models symmetric.

(ii i) It is easy to see that if (X, W+, W~) is a topological spin model with loop variable D,
(X, iW+, —iW~) (with i2 = — 1) is a topological spin model with loop variable —D.
Hence there would be no loss of generality in considering only the case D = */n.
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3 Spin models and association schemes

Every topological spin model known at the time of this writing is related (in ways to be
explained below) to some association scheme. Let us recall some basic facts concerning
these structures (see [8], [20], [7] for more details).

A (commutative) d-class association scheme on the finite non-empty set X is a partition
of X x X into d + 1 non-empty relations R i , i = 0 , . . . , d, where RQ= {(x, x)/x e X]),
which satisfies the following properties:

(i) For every i in {0,... d}, there exists i' in {0,. . . , d} such that {(y, x)/(x, y) E Ri} =
Ri.

(ii) For every i, j, k in {0,... ,d} there exists an integer p\, (called an intersection number)
such that, for every x, y in X with (x, y) in Rk, |{z e X/(x, z) E Ri, (z, y) e Rj}\ =
pfj. Moreover rf, = rfj.
Define matrices A/, i = 0 , . . . , d, in M ( X ) by

(iii) AJ[X, y] equals 1 if (x, y) e /?,, and equals 0 otherwise.
The above definitions can then be reformulated as follows.

The association scheme is said to be symmetric if every matrix A,- is symmetric.

Let A be the subspace of M ( X ) spanned by the matrices A,, i = 0 , . . . , d. By (6) these
matrices are linearly independent and hence form a basis of A. Then (6) and (8) imply
that under Hadamard product A is an associative commutative algebra with unit J, and
{ A j / i e {0,... , d}} is a basis of orthogonal idempotents of this algebra. Moreover by (9)
A is closed under transposition. Finally it follows from (7) and (10) that under ordinary
matrix product A is also an associative commutative algebra with unit /. The subspace A of
M ( X ) endowed with these two algebra structures is called the adjacency algebra, or Bose-
Mesner algebra (see [10]) of the association scheme and will be called here a BM-algebra
on X. By the unicity of the basis of orthogonal idempotents for the Hadamard product,
all combinatorial properties of an association scheme are encoded into its BM-algebra, and
will be in the sequel identified with properties of this BM-algebra. BM-algebras on X
can be characterized abstractly as those vector subspaces of M(X) which contain /, J, are
closed under transposition, Hadamard product and ordinary matrix product, and for which
the ordinary matrix product is commutative (it is easy to extend the proof given for the
symmetric case in [7], Th. 2.6.1).

Classical results in linear algebra show that the BM-algebra A has also a (necessarily
unique) basis of orthogonal idempotents for the ordinary matrix product (see [8] Section
11.3). One may denote these idempotents by E/, i = 0 , . . . , d, in such a way that the
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following properties are satisfied, where as before we write n ~ \ X \ (compare with (6)-
(10) above).

(the structure constants qfj are called the Krein parameters of the scheme).

In the sequel we denote by r the transposition map on A defined by r(A/) = MT for
every M in A.

The eigenmatrices P and Q of the scheme relate the two bases of idempotents as follows:

Hence

The scheme is said to be self-dual if the two matrices P and Q are complex conjugates
for an appropriate choice of the indices of the idempotents. To such a choice corresponds
a linear duality map 4< from A to itself defined by ^(E,) = A,(i = 0 , . . . , d), so that by
(16) P is the matrix of 4* with respect to the basis {£;//= 0 , . . . . d}.

Taking the complex conjugate and transpose of (16) and using (14), we obtain that A? =
£1=0 d Q'J EI • Hence, denoting the composition of maps by the symbol •, the eigenmatrix
Q of the scheme is the matrix of r • * with respect to the basis {£;// = 0 , . . . , d}. Then
by (18), * « T « * = r « * » * = n / d (where Id denotes the identity map) and hence

Applying both sides of (20) to E, we obtain, using the notations of (9) and (14),

and hence i' = JA for every i in {0 , . . . , d}. So for self-dual schemes we shall use the
notation £> for Ej = E,.

It follows immediately from (6), (11) and the definition of 4* that, for any two matrices
M, N in A,

In the sequel we call a duality map on the BM-algebra A a linear map ^ from A to itself
which satisfies (19) (implying (20)) and (21) (see also [41] where a related semi-linear map
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is considered). Clearly if * is a duality map, *»r = r » 4 ' i s also a duality map. By a
self-dual BM-algebra we mean a pair (A, *) where A is a BM-algebra and ^ is a duality
map on A. Then it will always be assumed that the idempotents are indexed so that

Then by (19),

Applying * to (10), using (21), (23), transposing and comparing with (15) we obtain (see
also [8]) that

All topological spin models (X, W+, W ) known at the time of this writing have the
property that the matrix W+ belongs to some BM-algebra A (and then by (4) W~ also
belongs to A). We shall then say that the topological spin model belongs to A. The
corresponding schemes come from strongly regular graphs ([33], [34], [31], [26]), from
Hamming graphs [5], cyclic groups ([25], [3]), or Hadamard graphs [42].

In many cases the matrices J, W+ and W+T together generate the BM-algebra A under
ordinary matrix product. It can be shown that this is equivalent to the property that /, W+

and W+T together generate the BM-algebra A under Hadamard product (see [4]). In that
situation we shall say that the topological spin model (X, W+, W~) generates A.

Remark It is not difficult to check that the topological spin models of [5] belonging to
the BM-algebra of the Hamming scheme H(d, q) do not generate this BM-algebra when q
is 2, 3 or 4 and d > 1 - q.

The following result can be found in [4], [6] (see also [31] for the symmetric case).

Proposition 2 Assume that the topological spin model (X, W+, W~) generates the BM-
algebra A. Then there exists a duality map ^ on A satisfying

v!/(W+) = DW~, W(W+T) = DW~T, y(W~) = DW+T, y(W~T) = DW+. (25)

We shall say that a topological spin model (X, W+, W~) fully belongs to the self-dual
BM-algebra (A, *) if W+ belongs to A and V(W+) = DW~. Then (25) follows easily
from (19), (20). If we look for topological spin models which fully belong to a given
self-dual BM-algebra (A, *), we have the following simple approach to the construction
of solutions to equations (1), (2), (3), (4) (see also [4], [31]).

The matrix W+ will be given by W+ = £(.=0 d tjAj with t/ ^ 0 for i = 0 , . . . , d.
Then (4) reduces to W~T = £,-=„ dt^Aj. Now by (9), W+T = £/=0 d t , , A j

and W~ = £]/=o jt^Aj. Using (23) the condition *(W+) = DW~ can be writ-
ten £,-=o ,,/,•«£;<""= DW~, or equivalently W~ = £> £,= 0 , ,?, '£,. By (19) we
also have 4>(W~) = DW+T, which similarly becomes £/=0 dt^nEv = DW+T, or
equivalently W+T = D £,=0 ^f'f,. Then by (14), W~T = D £,=0 d t ( E - , and
W+ = D Y^i=o d T' Ei- Recalling (7), (12), we see that the above formulas imply equa-
tions (1), (2) with a = to. Moreover equation (3) follows from (11) and (13). To conclude,
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Thus any solution to (26) yields a solution to (1), (2), (3), (4) which also satisfies (25).

if W+ = £i=0 dtiAt and W~ = £,-=o dt^At = D £,=0 „*,-•£,, equations (1), (2),
(3), (4) are satisfied.

Using (16), the last equality can usefully be rewritten as

4 Series-parallel evaluation

Let A be a BM-algebra on a set X of size n. We now consider spin models for which all
edge weights belong to A.

Every graph G with non empty edge-set will be provided with an arbitrary total ordering
of its edges. Let e, be the /h edge of G for j = 1 , . . . , m = \E(G)\. Let us represent
every mapping w from E(G) to A by the vector ( w ( e \ ) , . . . , w(em)) in Am.

Recall from Section 2 that Z(G, «J) =Ea:V(G)-*x Hy'sii m) w(e;)[<r(z(c;)), cr(f (e/))].
Then clearly the mapping w —*• Z(G, w) defines a m-multilinear form on Am which we
shall denote by ZG- Let us denote by AG the tensor product of vector spaces ®y£(i m] Aj,
where Aj (which we shall call the y'th factor of AG) corresponds to the /h edge of G and is
identified with A for j = 1 , . . . , m. We shall identify ZG with the linear form on AG which
takes the value Z(G, w) on w(e\) ® • • • <g> w(em) for every mapping w from E(G) to A.

If G has no edges, in accordance with the classical definitions of tensor algebra, AG will
be taken to be the one-dimensional space C of complex numbers, and the empty mapping
from E(G) = 0 to A will correspond to the number 1 in AG- In that case, the form ZG is
just multiplication by the scalar ZG(\). Note that

We now describe some rules which can be used together with (27) to compute ZG. We
observe that a change of the total ordering chosen for the edges of G corresponds to the
composition of ZG with an automorphism of the vector space AC which permutes its factors.
Hence, without loss of generality, for any given rule we shall always choose an ordering
of the edges which yields a simple description for this rule. Also let us recall that given
vector spaces S/, S/ and linear maps /,: S/ -+ S/(/ = 1 , . . . ,tn), f\ <g> ••• ® fm is the unique
linear map from S\ <8> • • • ® Sm to S( <g> • • • S'm such that (f\ ® • • • ® fm)(s\ <8> • • • ® sm) =
f\ (s\) ® • • • ® fm(sm) for every (si sm) in S\ x • • • x Sm. In the sequel we shall use
implicitly the canonical isomorphisms C <g> S = S for complex vector spaces 5.

Let G'(i = I , . . . , k) be the connected components of G. We may identify AG with
®,-£(i k] AG: in such a way that

Let C(G, I) (respectively: D(G, 1)) be the graph obtained from G by contracting (respec-
tively: deleting) the edge e\. Thus AC(G,\) and AD(G,\) are obtained from Ac by deleting
the first factor. It is easy to see that for every CD in AC(G,\) — -4r>(G,n
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Note that when e\ is a loop, the left-hand sides of (29) and (30) are equal since / and J have
the same diagonal elements, and the right-hand sides are equal since C(G, 1) = D(G, I).

Properties (27), (29), (30) may be used to compute ZG when A is spanned by / and J,
that is, when A is the BM-algebra of a (symmetric) 1-class association scheme. The
corresponding spin models contain the resonant models of [14] and in particular the
Potts model of statistical mechanics, which is essentially equivalent to Tutte's dichro-
matic polynomial (see [12], [14], [46], [52]). By (29) and (30) we get the equality
Za((al + bJ) <S> (o) = aZc(G,n(w) + &ZD(G,I)(W). This is essentially the well known
"deletion-contraction rule" which together with (27) leads to a recursive process to com-
pute ZG- Also, if we expand every element of AC with respect to the natural basis
{Mi ® • • • ® Mm/Mj e [I, J } , i = 1, . . . . m}, and use (27), (29), (30) to compute the
value of ZG on the elements of this basis, we shall obtain classical formulas for the Tutte
polynomial and various extensions (such as the polynomial of [37]) or for the partition
function of the Potts model.

The above considerations are relevant to the study of the Jones polynomial introduced
in [35]. Indeed if the complex number a satisfies a4 + or4 + 2 = n, setting W+ =
-(a3+OT1)/-l-or1./, W- = -(a~3+a)I+ aJ, D = -a2-ar2,a = -a3, we obtain a
symmetric topological spin model whose associated link invariant is the Jones polynomial
up to a change of variables ([33]; see also [31], Section 3.2).

We now present further rules for the computation of ZG.
Let R(G, 1) be the graph obtained from G by reversing the orientation of e\. Then clearly

where Id denotes the identity map acting on the appropriate factors.
Note that if A is the BM-algebra of a symmetric association scheme, so that r is the

identity, ZG does not depend on the orientation of G.
There exists two linear forms 9 and 6* on A such that, for every matrix M in A

Then it is easy to check that

where we use implicitly the isomorphisms

Let /i and fj,* be the linear maps from A ® A to A defined by n(M ® N) = MN,
fi*(M ® N) = M o N for any two matrices M, N in A. Recall that two non-loop edges
e, f are said to be in series (or to form a series pair) if they have a common end which is
incident to no other edges, and two edges of G are said to be parallel (or to form a parallel
pair) if they have the same pair of ends. A pair of non-loop edges will be called a strict
series pair if the terminal end of one of these edges equals the initial end of the other and
is incident to no edge outside the pair. Also, we shall say that a pair of edges is a strict
parallel pair if these two edges have the same initial end and the same terminal end.



Recall that a graph G is series-parallel (see [21], [44]) if and only if it can be reduced to
a graph with no edges by repeated application of operations of one of the following types
which we shall call extended series-parallel reductions:

(i) deletion of a loop.
(ii) contraction of a pendant edge,

(iii) contraction of one of the edges of a series pair,
(iv) deletion of one of the edges of a parallel pair.

Proposition 3 If G is a connected series-parallel graph, ZG is a composition
Po • Pi • • • »pk, where po is scalar multiplication by n, and each of p 1 , . . . , pk corre-
sponds to the action of one of the maps r, o, 0 * , u , u,* on some factors of a tensor product
of copies of A.

Proof: To each extended series-parallel reduction can be applied one of the rules (33),
(34), (35), (36) (with possibly the use of rule (31) to transform a series or parallel pair into
a strict one). The reduction process ends up with the trivial graph with one vertex and no
edges, for which we apply rule (27). D

Remark The case of BM-algebras of strongly regular graphs was already considered with
a different approach in [27].

We may consider Proposition 3 from several points of view.
Firstly, Proposition 3 provides a convenient diagrammatic description of a certain type

of computation in a BM-algebra, which we shall call series-parallel evaluation. We shall
illustrate this in the next section.

Secondly, it expresses the possibility of a "matrix-free" approach to spin models on
series-parallel graphs for which all edge weights belong to a given BM-algebra (in fact it is
not difficult to obtain an analogous result for arbitrary edge weights).

One aspect of this matrix-free approach is the fact that the partition function can be
computed much more efficiently than by state enumeration. Actually, if we assume that
all operations in the BM-algebra can be performed in constant time, we obtain a linear-
time computation of the partition function. A more realistic study of the complexity of
this computation should rely on adequate assumptions concerning the complex numbers
involved in the BM-algebra operations.

Another aspect is the fact that ZG only depends on the abstract BM-algebra structure
(characterized by the maps r, 0, O, u, U*) and not on its particular representation by
matrices.

Finally, the most interesting aspect from the point of view of the present paper is that
Proposition 3 provides a tool to establish properties of partition functions of spin models
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The following statements are easy consequences of the above definitions.

where we use implicitly the isomorphisms
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defined on series-parallel graphs. Let us illustrate this with the following property, which
we shall call series-parallel reversibility.

Proposition 4 If G is a series-parallel graph and R(G) is obtained from G by reversing
the orientation of every edge, ZR(G) = ZG.

Proof: By (31), ZK(G) = ZG • r<8> where r® denotes the action of the transposition map
on all factors of AG- Write ZG = po • p\ • • • • Pk as in the statement of Proposition 3. We
claim that for all i = 1 , . . . k, p/ • r® = r® • p,, where on each side T® denotes the action
of r on all factors of the relevant tensor product. This follows at once from the following
easily checked identities:

Since the transposition map acts trivially on C we obtain

Proposition 4 is motivated by the following considerations. The inverse of an oriented
link is obtained by the simultaneous reversal of orientations of all components of the link.
A link is non-invertible if it is not ambient isotopic to its inverse, and such links are known
to exist [49]. So far all known link invariants which can be described by models in the
sense of statistical mechanics (see [33]) do not distinguish between inverse links. Does
there exist a topological spin model whose associated link invariant distinguishes between
inverse links?

If a topological spin model belongs to a BM-algebra .4 and ZG<D = Z/f(G(z,» for a given
link diagram L, clearly the corresponding link invariant will not distinguish between the
link represented by L and its inverse. By Proposition 4 this is the case for any BM-algebra
if G(L) is series-parallel (this occurs in the examples of [49]).

5 Stars, triangles, triply regular schemes and spin models for plane graphs

5.1 Star and triangle projections in association schemes

The following definitions are useful for the study of the star-triangle equation (5). Let A
be a BM-algebra on X and 5 be the complex vector space with basis X. We shall provide
S <g> 5 ® 5 with the positive definite Hermitian form (,) such that {a ® /3 ® y/a, ft, y e X]
is an orthonormal basis. We define the linear maps n (star projection) and TT* (triangle
projection ) from .4<8>.4<8>.4toS<8><S<8>Sby
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Then two elements W+, W of A satisfy the star-triangle equation (5) if and only if

We now study more closely the star and triangle projections.
Fori,j,k,u,v, ID in {0, . . . , d] let Yijk =n(Ej®Ej®Ek)and Auvw = n*(Au®Av®Aw).

Thus Yijk = X^exQCjcex EI[X, a]Ej[x, ft]Ek[x, y]) a ® ft ® y and {Yi]k, Yrst) =
E*.p.rex(Exex E,[x,oi]Ej[x, ft]Ek[x, y])(£xex Er[x,ct]E,(x, ft]E,[x, y]). From(14)
we get

It follows that (Yijk, Yr.it) = Z(G, 10), where the graph G and the edge weights w(e) are
depicted on Figure 6. Then series-parallel evaluation easily gives

Similarly, AUUU) = 3Za<p<yeX
 A"[ft, y]Av[y,a]Aw[a, /3]a <8> j6 ® y yields (since the

matrices Aiti = 0,... ,d, are real)

Then series-parallel evaluation on the graph depicted on Figure 7 easily gives

Formulas (42), (43) for ijk = rst, uvw = xyz can be found in [8], Chapter II, Th.3.6 (see
also [17], Lemma 4.2, and [47], Lemma 3.2).

Note that nff*(Aw), the sum of entries of Aw, is non-zero. Thus, by (43), Auvw is non-zero
if and only if p™'v ^ 0, and in this case we shall call (u, v, w) a feasible triple. From the
combinatorial point of view, ( u , v , w ) is feasible if and only if there exists a, ft, y in X
with (/?, y) in Ru, (y, a) in Rv, (a, ft) in Rw. We shall similarly call a dually feasible triple
any triple (i, j, k) in ( 0 , . . . , d}3 such that yijk is non-zero. Since no(Ek) = Trace(Ek) =
Rank(E*) is non-zero, by (42) (i, j, k) is dually feasible if and only if q^ = 0. We shall
denote by F(A) the set of feasible triples and by F*(A) the set of dually feasible triples. It
is clear from (9), (10), (14), (15) and (38) that pu'v, = p™v and qi j = qf}. Consequently
(u', v', w') is feasible if and only if (u, v, w) is feasible and similarly (i-A, j*, kA) is dually
feasible if and only if (i, j, k) is dually feasible. Also it follows from (24) that if A is
self-dual, F(A) = F*(A).

Finally note that since {lyjt/(i, j, k) e {0 , . . . , d}3} generates Irmr, (42) shows that
{Yjjk/(i, j , k ) e F*(A)} is an orthogonal basis of this space. Similarly, (43) shows that
{AMMU,/(«, v, w) e F(A)} is an orthogonal basis of Im it*.

5.2 The star-triangle equation in self-dual schemes

Let us now consider the star-triangle equation (41) in the case where A is self-dual with
duality map * and (X, W+, W~) fully belongs to the self-dual BM-algebra (A, *). Let us
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Figure 6.

Figure 7.

recall from Section 3 the expressions

and

It follows that
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and

Now (41) becomes

The relevance of this particularly symmetric form of the star-triangle equation will be
illustrated in the sequel.

5.3 Triply regular association schemes

Consider an association scheme with BM-algebra A defined on the set X by the relations
Ri,i = 0 , . . . , d. The scheme (and its BM-algebra A) will be said to be triply regular if
the following property holds.

For every (i, j,k)in{0,... ,d}3and(«, v, w) in F(A) there exists an integer K(ijk/uvw)
such that, for every a, ft, y in X with (ft, y) in /?„, (y, a) in Ru, (a, ft) in Rw,

This concept has been studied by Terwilliger [48] for (schemes of) distance-regular graphs.
The equality (45) can be reformulated in matrix terms as

Now (46) holds for every a, ft, y in X if and only if

Thus, defining the linear map K from A ® A ® A to itself by

we see that (46) holds for every a, ft, y in X and (', j, k in { 0 , . . . , d] if and only if
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Conversely, assume that there exists a linear map K from A <8 A <8> A to itself such that
(48) holds. Let us express this map in the basis {A, ® Aj ® Akj i, j, k e { 0 , . . . , d}} of
A ® A®Aas,K(Ai ® Aj ® Ak) = E«,„,«,£«),...j) K(ijk/uvw)Au ® Av ® Aw. Then
applying n* to both sides and noting that n*(Au <g> Av ® /!„,) = Aulnu vanishes unless
(«, i>, w) e F(A), we easily obtain that (46) holds for every a, ft, y in X and (', 7, & in
{0,...,d}.

To conclude, an association scheme is triply regular if and only if there exists a linear
map K from A ® A ® A to itself such that (48) holds. The constants K(ijk/uvw) for
(M, u, u>) e F(A) are the significant entries of the matrix of K with respect to the basis
(Ai ® AJ ® Ak/i, j,k e {0, . . . , d}} of A ® A <S> A (the other entries can be chosen
arbitrarily without altering property (48)).

Many known topological spin models belong to triply regular BM-algebras. This is easy
to see for the models of [33] and [25]. For the strongly regular graphs of [31], see for
instance [26] and Remark 5.5 of [18]. For the cyclic group models of [3] and the Hadamard
graph models of [42] the triple regularity is used explicitly in these papers for the proof of
the star-triangle equation.

5.4 Star-triangle transformations

Let G be an undirected plane graph which has a vertex v incident to exactly three edges
e1, e2, e3, where ej has ends v, v, for ;' = 1, 2, 3 and the vertices u, u1,u2,u3 are distinct.
Delete v, e1, e2, e3 and add three new edges e'1, e'2, e'3 where e\ has ends u;, v* whenever
{/, j, k} — {1, 2, 3}. The new edges will be embedded in the plane in such a way as to
obtain a new plane graph G' in which e'1, e'2, e'^ bound a triangular face (see Figure 8). We
shall say that G' is obtained from G by a star-to-triangle, or Y — A, transformation and
that G is obtained from G' by a triangle-to-star, or A - Y, transformation. The following
result, due to Epifanov [22] (see also [24], [50], [23]) is essential in what follows.

Proposition 5 Every connected undirected plane graph can be reduced to the trivial graph
with one vertex and no edge by a finite sequence of Y — A or A — Y transformations and
extended series-parallel reductions.

Figure 8.



We now consider a (directed) plane graph G and the associated form ZG defined in
Section 4.

Let us assume that G is obtained from G' by a A — Y transformation and, keeping the
same notations as above, that i(e,) = v, t(ej) = Vj(j — 1, 2, 3) and that e[, e'2, e'^ have
initial ends v%, 1*3, v\ respectively. Let H be the graph obtained from G (respectively: G')
by deleting v, e\, e2, £3 (respectively: e\, e'2, e3). For every a, ft, y in X let S(af)y) be the
set of states a: V(H) ->• X such that a(v\) = a, a(v2) = ft, a(v?,) = y, and for every
w: E(H) -> A, let Z(W, tu, ce/3y) = "£,aeS(apy) FLeEitw) ^(«l°')- Let us now identify e-
with 6j, thus identifying E(G') with £(G) and .4c' with .Ac- Let w be a mapping from
E(G) = E(G') toAandw\H be its restriction to E(H). Then clearly
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and

The above equalities can be written Z(G, w) = (rt(w(e\) ® w f a ) ® ^(^3)), Z) and
Z(G', w) = (n*(w(e\) ® w(e2) o w ( e 3 ) ) , Z), where the a ® B ® x component of the
vector Z is the complex conjugate of Z(H, w \ H, afty)-

Now if (48) holds, we have

It then follows that

where K acts on the first three factors of AC — AC-.
Let us now say that an association scheme or its BM-algebra A is dually triply regular if

there exists a linear map K* from A <8> A® A to itself such that the following property holds:

In that case we shall also obtain, similarly to (49),

We now define an exactly triply regular scheme (or BM-algebra) as a scheme (or BM-
algebra) which is both triply regular and dually triply regular.

Proposition 6 Let A be an exactly triply regular BM-algebra. If G is a connected plane
graph, the linear form ZG on AG is a composition po • p\ • • • • pk, where po is scalar
multiplication by n, and each of p\,..., pk corresponds to the action of one of the maps r,
6, 6*, fji, /u,*, K, K* on some factors of a tensor product of copies of A.

Proof: The proof is exactly similar to that of Proposition 3, with the additional use of
Proposition 5 and properties (49), (51). D



Clearly, (48) implies that Inur c Inur*. Assume now that Inur c Inur*. Then for
(i, j, k) 6 F*(A), Yijk can be expressed in the orthogonal basis {AH U W /(«, v, w) e F(A)}
of Imjr*. Comparing this expression with the above expression for (TT* • *)(£,• <8> Ej <g> Ek)
we see that (TT* • K)(Et ® Ej <E> Ek) = Yiik = TT(£, ® £y ® £*)• If ('• J, £) is not dually
feasible, (TT* • AC)(e i , ® £,- <B> Ek) = 0 = Yijk = jr(E,- <g> £y <g> £4). Hence TT* • K = TT and
(iii) holds.

We can prove in exactly the same way the following dual result. D

Proposition 8 The following properties are equivalent:

(i) The BM-algebra A is dually triply regular,
(ii) Inur* c Inur.

(iii) The linear map K* defined by (53) satisfies (50), that is, n* = IT • K*.

In the sequel K and K* will always denote the maps defined by (52) and (53). Combining
Propositions 7 and 8 we easily obtain the following result.

Proposition 9

(i) The BM-algebra A is exactly triply regular if and only iflmn = Imit*.
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Thus we have also a "matrix-free" approach to spin models for plane graphs when all
edge weights belong to an exactly triply regular BM-algebra. In particular, in this case we
may compute a partition function Z(G, w) by obtaining (using for instance the algorithms
of [23] or [50]) a reduction of G to the trivial graph as described in Proposition 5 and
computing at each step the action of the corresponding map pi introduced in Proposition 6.
We shall call this process star-triangle evaluation.

We now study more closely the notions of triple regularity, dual triple regularity, and
exact triple regularity.

5.5 Characterizations of triple regularity

Given a BM-algebra A, we define two linear maps K, K* from A <8> A <8> A to itself by

Proposition 7 The following properties are equivalent:

(i) The BM-algebra A is triply regular,
(ii) Iran C Inur*.

(iii) The linear map K defined by (52) satisfies (48), that is, n = TT* • AC.

Proof: First note that by (52),
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(ii) The triply regular BM-algebra A is exactly triply regular if and only if \F(A)\ =
|F*(A)\ , or equivalently
|{(i, j, k) e {0, . . . , df/rfj ± 0}| = |{(i, j, k) € {0, . . . , d}3/q,f * 0}|.

(Hi) Every self-dual triply regular BM-algebra is exactly triply regular.

Remark From Remark 4.3 of [17] (see also Theorem 6.6 of [18]) it follows that non
self-dual Smith graphs (see [45]) give examples of triply regular schemes which are not
exactly triply regular.

Proposition 9(iii) applies to the topological spin models of [33], [25], [31], [3], [42],
since each of them belongs to a self-dual triply regular BM-algebra. In these cases the
matrix-free approach of Proposition 6 is valid. We shall see an example of application in
Section 7.

5.6 The star-triangle equation in self-dual triply regular BM-algebras

Let us consider the star-triangle equation (44) for topological spin models which fully belong
to a triply regular self-dual BM-algebra (A, *). By Proposition 9, Irrur = Inw* and we
know that each of {AB U U ) /(M, v, w) e F(A)} and {f|/t/(i, j, k) e F(A)} is an orthogonal
basis of this space. Hence (44) is equivalent to the equality

for every (u, v, w) e F(A). We define a matrix S with rows and columns indexed by F(A)
as follows.

Let T be the column vector indexed by F(A) defined by

Then the star-triangle equation (44) is equivalent to

A natural preliminary step in the solution of (56) would be the study of the space of fixed
points of S.

6 Planar duality and reversibility

6. / Series-parallel duality

Recall that given a connected undirected plane graph G, its (geometric) dual is a connected
undirected plane graph G* defined as follows (see for instance [43]). The graph G* has
one vertex /* for each face / of G, and one edge e* for each edge e of G (e and e* are



called dual edges). The vertex /* is placed inside /. If the edge e belongs to the boundary
of the (possibly identical) faces f\, /2) the dual edge e* has ends /*, /2* and is embedded
as a simple curve joining these two ends and meeting G in only one point situated in the
interior of e. This is done in such a way as to obtain a plane embedding of G*.

Strictly speaking, G* is not uniquely defined as a plane graph. However, by adding a
point at infinity inside the infinite face, we can view every plane graph as embedded on
the sphere, and then the dual G* is uniquely defined in this setting. We shall adopt here
implicitly this point of view on plane graphs. This will be consistent since the properties of
plane graphs which we consider (such as partition functions) do not depend on the particular
embedding chosen. Moreover it will be seen that the same point of view for link diagrams
plays an essential role in the proof of Proposition 12.

Let G be a connected undirected series-parallel graph. As is well known, G can be
embedded in the plane (this follows immediately from the constructive definition given
in Section 4) and will then be said to be plane. It is easy to see that a plane connected
undirected series-parallel graph can be reduced to the trivial graph with one vertex and
no edge by a sequence of extended series-parallel reductions which satisfy the following
requirements: one may delete a loop only if it has empty interior, and similarly one may
delete one edge of a parallel pair only if these two edges form a closed curve with empty
interior. Such extended series-parallel reductions will be called plane. It follows from the
proofs in [24] and [50] that the extended series-parallel reductions needed in Proposition 5
can also be assumed to be plane.

To each plane extended series-parallel reduction for a connected plane series-parallel
graph G corresponds another such reduction for the dual plane graph G*, which we call
the dual reduction, in such a way that the sequence of dual reductions also transforms G*
into the trivial graph. The dual of a loop deletion is the contraction of a pendant edge, and
conversely. Similarly the dual of the deletion of one edge in a parallel pair is the contraction
of one edge in a series pair, and conversely.

Given a connected directed plane graph G, we shall call its dual and denote by G* the
dual undirected plane graph provided with the orientation defined for each edge according
to the convention described in Figure 9. Note that with this convention strict parallel pairs
are dual to strict series pairs.

We now consider a self-dual BM-algebra (A *), and we identify AG with AG- in such
a way that dual edges correspond to the same factor in the tensor product.

Proposition 10 Let G be a connected plane series-parallel graph. Then
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where ^>® denotes the action ofty on each factor of the tensor product.

Proof: We apply simultaneously the proof of Proposition 3 to G and G*, using only plane
extended series-parallel reductions. Then we can write ZG = Po • p\ • • • • Pk, Zc- =
Po • p* • • • • p*,, where po is scalar multiplication by n, each of p\ pif, p*,...,p*.
corresponds to the action of one of the maps r, 8, d*, p., n* on some factors of a tensor
product of copies of A, and for each / = 1, ..., k the pair (pit p*) corresponds to one of
the pairs (r, r), ( 6 , 9 * ) , (9*, 9), (/x, /z*), (/J-*,/J.). We claim that for each i = 1 k,
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Figure 9.

where on both sides *® denotes the action of * on all factors (if there are no factors »1>® is
just the identity map on C) and e(i) is 1 if p* corresponds to the action of 8* or [i and e(i')
is 0 otherwise. This will imply (57) since p0 • *® = Po and £,-6{i t) e(i') = | V(G*)| - 1.

Property (i) follows from (20) and from the following identities.

The first identity in (59) is just a reformulation of (21). Using (19), (20), and (38) the
second one can then be derived from the first. Since E0 = n~' J and A0 = /, W(J) = nl
by (22) and hence *(/) = J by (19). Applying * to (32) and using (59) we finally obtain
(58). n

6.2 Planar duality

A self-dual BM-algebra (A, *) will be said to satisfy the planar duality property if (57)
holds for every connected plane graph G.

Remark Using Euler's formula and (19) it is easy to check that a double application of
(57) gives ZG = Z(G.). • T®. By (31), this is compatible with the fact that (G*)* is the
graph R(G) obtained from G by reversing the orientation of all edges.

We now illustrate this definition with the example of Abelian group schemes. Let X
be an Abelian group of order « written additively. Recall (see [8]) that the corresponding
group scheme is defined on X by the relations /?, = ((*, v)/y — x = i], i e X, and note
that i' = —i for every i in X. Let x;> ' 6 X, be the characters of X, with indices chosen
such that Xi(j) = X /0 ) f°r all i, j in X. For every i in X let E-, = n~' J^/sx XiO'My-
Then the E; form the basis of orthogonal idempotents of the scheme for the ordinary matrix
product. Moreover Aj = Y^.j<=x Xi(J)Ej f°r every i in X, so that the scheme is self-dual.
By (14) and (23), for every i in X



In the following we call Abelian group self-dual BM-algebra a pair (A *), where A is the
BM-algebra of an Abelian group scheme and the duality map * is given by (60).

Proposition 11 Every Abelian group self-dual BM-algebra has the planar duality
property.

Proof: Let G be a connected plane graph, which we may assume non-trivial. Let us write
E(G) = [e\, . .., em], E(G*) = {e*,..., e*m], where ej and e* are dual edges.

We check (57) by applying both sides to an arbitrary element of the basis
[Ajt ig> • • • ® Aim/i\,... ,im e X} of AG = Ac*- So, by (60), we must prove that
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Now x<r)(<r*(r)) = Xo(r)(£;6(i m ] e ( r , j ) i j ) = Y[je(\ m\ X«'(r)(e(r, j ) i j ) and hence
rUv(G') X<r>(ff*('0) = rU(l m) rUv(G') Xa'(r)(£(r, j)ij) =

rU(i m) H6v(G.) Xi,(e(r, J>*(r)) = flyeu m} */, (^vfG-)^, 7)<r*(r)) =
rU(i „, Xij (**('(«;» ~ *'(«•(«;))). Thus

For every interior face r of G and index j in 1 , . . . , m, let e (r, j) be equal to +1 (respectively:
— 1) if ej appears exactly once in a clockwise walk around the boundary of r and is traversed
according to its orientation (respectively: according to the reverse orientation), and let
s(r, j) be equal to 0 otherwise. For the infinite face we exchange +1 and —1 in the above
definition. In the sequel X is considered as a left Z-module.

It is well known and easy to prove (see for instance [43], Chapter 7) that for any fixed
vertex uo of G and element XQ of X there is a bijective correspondence ca from (a: V (G) -»•
X/a(v0) = x0} to {<o>: E(G) ->• X/ £y6{1 m) e(r, j ) o ( e j ) = 0 for every region r of G}
given by o)(a)(e;) = a ( t ( e j ) ) - a ( i ( e j ) ) for j = 1 , . . . , m.

It follows that, defining the element (r) of X by (r) = EJE{1,....m}
 E ( r , J ) i j > Z(G, w)

equals n if (r) = 0 for every region r of G, and equals 0 otherwise. Hence,

Define the maps w from E(G) to A and w* from E(G*) to A by w(ej) = Atj and
w*(e*-) = nEit, for j = 1 , . . . , m. Then the above equation amounts to the equality of

Z(G, in) and nl~^v^G'^Z(G", w*), which we now prove in a way inspired by [16] (see also
[14]). Clearly,
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By (60), xij(a*(t(e*j)) - a*(i(e*))) = nEij[a*(i(ej),a*(t(e*j))] and Z(G,w) =
n1-|v(G*) Z(G*, w*) as required. 

Remark For self-dual BM-algebras (A, *) and (A', *') such that A' c A, .A' is invariant
under ty, and 4*' is the restriction of fy to A', the planar duality property for (A, 4') clearly
implies the same property for (.4', *')• I£ tnen follows from Proposition 11 that Abelian
group symmetric BM-algebras (A1 will consist of the symmetric matrices in A), and 2-
dimensional BM-algebras (A will be the linear span of / and J) have the planar duality
property.

In statistical mechanics strong connections have been established between the star-
triangle equation, partition functions and the duality of planar graphs (see for instance
[12]). We now investigate similar connections in our context.

Let us consider a topological spin model (X, W+, W~) which belongs to the BM-algebra
A. Thus we may write W+ = £i=o d li^>- Assume that all coefficients t, with i ^ 0 are
distinct. Then it is easy to see that W+ and / generate A under Hadamard product. More
precisely, denoting by o' W+ the matrix obtained from J by a succession of i Hadamard
products with W+, {/} U [o'W+/i = 1 , . . , , d} is a basis of A (the matrix which expresses
these elements in the basis (A, / / = 0 , . . . , d} has a non-zero Vandermonde determinant).
In this case we shall say that the topological spin model (X, W+, W~) strongly generates A.
Then it also generates A in the sense considered in Proposition 2. A symmetric topological
spin model strongly generates A if and only if it generates A, but the models of [3] show
that this is no longer true in general.

Proposition 12 Let Abe a BM-algebra strongly generated by a topological spin model
(X, W+, W~) and let ^ be the duality map given by Proposition 2. Then the self-dual
BM-algebra {A, V) satisfies the planar duality property.

Proof: We know that B = {/} U {olW+/i = 1 , . . . , d} is a basis of A By (59) and (25),
*(o''jy+) = n1-''(*(W+))' = n*-'(DW-y = D^^W')'. Also, recall that *(/) = J.
Hence {J} U ( ( W ~ ) ' / i = 1 , . . . , d} is a basis of A, and it easily follows from (2), (3) that
B* = { J } u { ( W + ) ' / i = 1 , . . . , d } is also a basis of A.

Let G be a connected plane graph with E(G) = { e 1 , . . . , e m } , E(G*) = {e*,..., e*m],
where as before eJ and ej* are dual edges. We want to check the planar duality identity (57)
for G. Note that by (31) and (20), this identity is independent of the choice of an orientation
for G. Let us first forget the orientation of G and assign to each edge a positive sign. It is
then easy to construct a connected unoriented link diagram L such that G is exactly G(L),
with edges signed as specified in Figure 4: construct the medial graph of G (see [43], p.
47) and replace each (4-valent) vertex by a crossing in the appropriate way.

Let us choose an arbitrary orientation for L, and provide G = G(L) with the correspond-
ing orientation according to the convention of Figure 5. There are now two types of edges
of G which we call vertical and horizontal, as shown in Figure 10. It is easy to see that
every vertex of G has an even number of incidences with vertical edges and that similarly
every face boundary of G has an even number of incidences with horizontal edges. If a
bridge of G were vertical, the number of incidences between vertices and vertical edges
inside each connected component with respect to that bridge would be odd, a contradiction.

D
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Figure 10.

Consequently, every bridge of G is horizontal and a dual argument shows that every loop
of G is vertical.

We shall check (57) by applying both sides to an arbitrary element of the basis
[B1 ® • • • ® Bm/Bj e B if ej is horizontal, Bj e B* if ej is vertical) of AG = AG-.

We may assume that (57) holds for all graphs with less edges than G (note that (57) is
trivially true for the trivial graph).

First let us consider the case where one of the matrices Bj is 7 when et is horizontal
or J when ej is vertical. Suppose for instance that e\ is horizontal and B1 = I. By (29),
ZG(/ ® B2 ® • • • ® Bm) = ZC(G,i)(B2 ® • • • ® Bm), and by (30) Zo.(*(/) ® *(B2) <S>
• • • <g> *(fim)) = ZG.(7 ® *(B2) ® • • • ® *(fim)) = ZD(G.,i)(*(B2) ® • • • <8> *(flm)).
D(G*, 1) is connected because g|, being horizontal, cannot be a loop of G and hence e* is
not a bridge of G*. Then D(G*, 1) = (C(G, 1))* and (57) holds for G because it holds for
the smaller graph C(G, 1). We can deal with the case when e\ is vertical and B\ = J by a
similar argument.

So we may assume that for every j e {1 m} there is an exponent kj e {1, . . . , d}
such that BJ = oki W+ if ej is horizontal and Bj — (W + ) k

j if e; is vertical.
We now introduce a connected plane graph H obtained from G by replacing each edge ej

of G by kj parallel edges with initial end i(ej) and terminal end t (e7) if ej is horizontal and
by kj edges in series forming a directed path from i(ej) to t(ey) if BJ is vertical. It is easy to
see that H* can be similarly obtained from G* by replacing each edge e* of G* by kj edges
in series forming a directed path from i(e*) lot(e*) if e; is horizontal and by kj edges with
initial end i(e*) and terminal end t(e*) if ej is vertical. Then it follows from (35) and (36)

t h a t Z G ( f l , < 8 > f i 2 < 8 > - - - ® f l m ) = ZH(W+®W+®---®W+). Similarly, since \I>(o'lV+) =
D2- '(W-)'andvI/((W+)') = D ' o ' W ~ , we obtain ZG.(V(B})®V(B2)®- • -®*(flm)) =
D^ZW.(W- ® W- ® ... ® W-), where X = £e,horizon^ (2 - kj) + £,yverlical *,. Now it
is enough to show that

Consider again the oriented link diagram L such that G — G(L) and replace as shown
in Figure 11 each crossing corresponding to an edge et of G by a series of kj crossings
with positive sign if ej is vertical and negative sign if ej is horizontal. Let L' be the
resulting oriented diagram. Then clearly G(L') = H (with edges oriented according
to the convention of Figure 5) and the associated link invariant Z(L') (see Section 2) is
given by
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Figure 11.

We consider also the oriented link diagram L" obtained from L' by the following process
(see [33], Proposition 2.14 and Figure 2.15). We add a point at infinity inside the infinite
region delimited by L', so that L' can now be viewed as a spherical link projection. Then by
an isotopy of the sphere we move an edge of L' lying on the boundary of the infinite region
through the point at infinity, thus obtaining L" which is again considered as embedded in
the plane. Using Figures 4,5 and 9 it is easy to see that G(L") = H* and that the associated
link invariant Z(L") is given by

Since clearly L' and L" represent ambient isotopic links and T(L') = T(L"), it follows
from Proposition 1 that

Moreover V(H)\ = \V(G)\ + £eyvertical (*, - D and |V(//*)| = | V(G*)| + E^o—
(kj - 1), so that
\V(H)\ - |V<#*)| = |V(G)| - |V(C*)| + £e;vertica| (kj - 1) - £c.horizomal &l ~ D =

|V(G)| - |V(G*)| + X - |£(G)|. Hence by Euler's formula |V(//)| - \V(H*)\ = 2 -
2| V(G*)| + X and (i) follows. n

Remark Proposition 12 could be extended to self-dual BM-algebras which are "gener-
ated" by a topological spin model in a weaker sense than the one used above. All we
need is a basis consisting of matrices which can be associated with some link diagrams
corresponding to series-parallel graphs, in the same way as the elements of the bases B and
B* different from / and 7 can be associated with the diagrams of Figure 11. However it
seems difficult to obtain an intrinsic characterization of self-dual BM-algebras which have
such a basis.
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6.3 Planar reversibility

In this section we consider the possibility of extending Proposition 4, and we are led to
the following general question: for which BM-algebras A and graphs G does the equality
ZG = Z

r ( G ) hold?
Let us first give a result closely analogous to Lemma 4.1 in [38] for which we use the

same proof. We shall say that an association scheme or BM-algebra has the full reversibility
property if ZG = ZR(G) for every graph G. Let us call anti-automorphism of an association
scheme (or its BM-algebra .4) on X a permutation ip of X such that M [ o ( x ) , o ( y ) ] =
M[y, x] for every x, y in X and M in A.

Proposition 13 If an association scheme has an anti-automorphism it has the full re-
versibility property.

Proof: Given the same edge weights for G and R (G), with every state a of G we associate
the state <p • a of R(G). Then it is easy to see that for every edge e, w(e \ a) computed in
G equals w(e \ <p • cr) computed in /?(G), so that the weight of a in G and the weight of
y> • a in R(G) are the same. D

For instance, in a group scheme (these schemes generalize Abelian group schemes, see [8]
p. 54, example (2)) the inversion is an anti-automorphism, so the full reversibility property
holds.

The link invariants associated with topological spin models which belong to a BM-algebra
satisfying the full reversibility property do not distinguish between inverse links. However
for this application to link invariants the full reversibility property can be replaced by the
following weaker property.

We shall say that an association scheme (or its BM-algebra) satisfies the planar reversibil-
ity property if ZG = ZR(G) f°r every plane graph G.

Proposition 14 If a self-dual BM-algebra has the planar duality property, it also has the
planar reversibility property.

Proof: Let G be a connected plane graph. We can check that ZG = ZR(G) by applying
both sides to an arbitrary element of the basis {Ei, ® • • • ® Ejm/i\, ..., im € {0,..., d}}
of AG = AR(G)- Indeed it follows easily from (31) and (14) that ZG(Ei, o • • • o Eim

and ZR(G)(£,-, <8> • • • ® Ein) are complex conjugates, while by (57) and (22) both numbers
are real. n

Thus Propositions 12 and 14 together show that the link invariant associated with a
topological spin model which strongly generates a BM-algebra cannot distinguish between
inverse links.

6.4 Kt versus planar duality and reversibility

In view of Propositions 4 and 10 and of the fact that the complete graph on 4 vertices K* is
the smallest (actually the unique minor-minimal) non-series-parallel graph it is natural to
consider the following properties. We shall say that a self-dual BM-algebra (A, *) satisfies
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Figure 12.

the #4 duality property if (57) holds when G is AT4 embedded in the plane. Similarly an
association scheme (or its BM-algebra) will be said to satisfy the #4 reversibility property
if ZG = Zfl(G) when G is K$. Note that by (31) and (20) the orientation of #4 can be
chosen arbitrarily in the statement of the above properties. Also it is clear from the proof
of Proposition 14 that the K$ duality property implies the K^ reversibility property.

In the following result S is the matrix defined when .A is self-dual and triply regular by
(54) in Section 5.6.

Proposition 15 The following properties are equivalent:

(i) The self-dual BM-algebra (A, W) has the K$ duality property
(ii) For every (i, j, k) and (u, v, w) in F(A) the following equality holds:

Moreover if A is triply regular these properties are equivalent to
(Hi) The matrix S is an involution.

Proof: Let G be a complete graph on four vertices with edges oriented as shown on
Figure 12. To study (57) we consider as before the application of both sides to the elements
of an appropriate basis of AG- The corresponding edge weights are also displayed on
Figure 12. Then clearly the associated value of ZG is (fy ,-<*/, AU1)U)). On Figure 13 is
displayed G* with edge weights obtained from the edge weights of G by application of *
(see (22), (23)). Reversing all arrows and using (31), we see that the associated value of
ZG. is n3(Yuvw, A i j k ) = n 3 (A i j k , Yuvw). By (14) this is also equal to n3<A,7ft, YuVw>} and
hence (57) holds if and only if (61) holds for every i, j, k, u, v, w in ( 0 , . . . , d}. Moreover,
if (/, j, k) or (u, v, w) does not belong to F(A) = F*(A), both sides of (61) will be zero.
Hence (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

Let us now assume that A is triply regular and consider property (iii). Note that since
IrnTT = ImTT* by Proposition 9, for every (u, v, w), (i, j, k) in F(A),
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Figure 13.

and similarly

Since by (54), {Yi',j'k', A u v w ) / (A u v w , Auvw )= n lS(u.v,wW.j.k), we see that (A,7*, yuVu/)/
(JWu.', JWu/) = «^!u,u,)(/.y,*)- Thus 0") is equivalent to n(K,-.//t., Auuu)) / (A H U U , , AU U U ))
= n~' (A/yt , JVi/K/V^nVu.', IWu;') for every (M, u, 10), ((', ), &) in F(^).

Using Proposition 10 and Figures 6, 7, it is easy to show that

It follows that (iii) is equivalent to (ii). D

Propositions 12 and 15 show that if we look for a topological spin model which strongly
generates a triply regular BM-algebra, we may restrict our attention to the self-dual ones for
which S is an involution. Then we may take advantage of this property in the study of the
star-triangle equation (56) (in particular, we have a simple description of the space of fixed
points of S). We now state the following immediate result for the sake of completeness.

Proposition 16 The following properties are equivalent:

(i) The BM-algebra A has the K$ reversibility property
(ii) For every (i, j, k) in F*(A) and (u, v, w) in F(A) the following equality holds:

Ikuta has shown in [30] that for n > 4 a non-symmetric BM-algebra of dimension 3
(which is necessarily self-dual) is never generated by a topological spin model. However
the following result holds.

Proposition 17 Any self-dual BM-algebra of dimension at most 3 has the K^ duality
property. Any BM-algebra of dimension at most 3 has the K* reversibility property.
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Proof: We first check (57) for K$ and (A, *) using an appropriate basis. The edges
incident to x in Figure 12 will receive a weight /, J, or E\, while the other edges will
receive a weight /, J, or A\ (when the dimension is 2 we shall not need E\ or A\). Then if
a weight / or J is used we may derive (57) from (29), (30) and Proposition 10. Otherwise
we have only to check the equality (61) for (<' , /, k') = (u,v,w) = (1,1, 1), that is
( K i n » A M I ) = (A]/]'] ' , Kj ' i ' i ' ) . This equality holds since a plane reflection shows that in
general (Yijk, Au u w) = (Yikj, A^v), and conjugation together with (14) shows that in
general (Yijk, AK U I U) = (Auvw, IV/'*'>- so tnat (^O'*- A«™) = (A«'mv, >V*'y}.

Then £4 reversibility is trivial in the symmetric case and follows from the proof of
Proposition 14 in the non-symmetric case. d

Clearly planar duality (respectively: reversibility) implies #4 duality (respectively: re-
versibility). We have the following partial converses.

Proposition 18 Let (A, *) be a self-dual triply regular BM-algebra. The following
properties are equivalent:

(i) (A, *) has the Ka, duality property,
(ii) (* ® * ® *) • K = n/t* • (r <8> T ® T) • (* ® * <8> *)

(Hi) (A, *) has the planar duality property.

Proof: By (52) and (23), ((* ® * <g> xp) • K)(E{ ® Ej ® £*) equals

Z)(«,«,ui)eF(X) «y<7*> A«>"«) / (A«uu) , &uvw))n3Eu' ® £„< <8> £,,/

= "3 £)(« v «,)eF(.4)«y<.M' A«VU/) /(&uw, Attv«,'» Eu ® £„ ® £«,. Similarly, by (22),
(9) and (53),

Since ( i ' , j ' , k ' ) e F(^4) if and only if (/,;',£) € F(A), property (ii) reduces to
(ii') For every (r, j, k) and (M, u, w) in F(^4),

By (62), (Aav«)'. AB'U'u,') = n2{yauu), KBui»)- This shows that (ii') is equivalent to property
(ii) of Proposition 15, and hence (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

It remains to show that (ii) implies the planar duality property. The proof is similar
to that of Proposition 10. Let G be a connected plane graph. We apply simultaneously
to G and G* the proof of Proposition 6. This yields expressions ZG = p0 • p\ • • • • pk,
ZQ = po»p* • • ••p|, where po is scalar multiplication by n, each of p i , . . . , pk, p*,..., pk

corresponds to the action of one of the maps r, B, 6*, /u., p,*, K, K* on some factors of a
tensor product of copies of A, and for each i = 1 , . . . , k the pair (p,, p*) corresponds to one
of the pairs (r, T), (6,9"), (6*, 6), (^ /z*), (^*, n), or (see Figure 14 and use (49), (51),
(31)) (K, K* • (r® T <8>T)), (K*, (r ® T ® r) »/c). It is easy to see that in order to complete
the proof in the same way as for Proposition 10 we only need two relations, namely (ii) and
(* ® * ® *) • K* = /i"1 (T ® T ® r) • AC • (* ® * ® *), which can easily be derived
from (ii) and (19), (20). D
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Figure 14.

Proposition 19 Let A be an exactly triply regular BM-algebra. The following properties
are equivalent:

(i) A has the #4 reversibility property,
(ii) ( r ® r i g > r ) » / c = / i c » ( r < 8 > r ® T )

(Hi) (r ® r ® r) • K* = K* • (r <g> r <g> r)
(iv) A has the planar reversibility property.

Proof: By (9) and (52), ((r ® T ® r) • ic)(E, ® Ej ® £A) equals
^(tt,u,U))eFM)(^'V'*' ABUIB^AKUU,, AKVIV}) AM< ® A,/ ® AW' =

5Z(u,u,iu)6fM) «^y*> ^«'u'u>'>/(A«vui', Aa'u-u,.)) A,,®^,,® AU,. Similarly, by (14) and (52),
(K.(r®T®r))(£/®£J®£t) =«(£/A®£r®£tA) =E(..,,.«,)6FtX)({IV/r, AHUJ/(A1<UU,,
A«u«,» Au ® Ay ® AU,. Since (A^^^, AHvu;') = {AUUU), AU U U )), property (ii) reduces to
(ii') For every (i, j, k) in F*(A) and («, u, iu) in FU), (Yijk, ASM) = (Y^j^, &UVUi).
Hence by Proposition 16, (i) and (ii) are equivalent. One can show in exactly the same way
that (i) and (iii) are equivalent. Finally it is easy to show that (ii) and (iii) together imply the
planar reversibility property: the identities (ii) and (iii) are exactly those needed to extend
the proof of Proposition 4 to all plane graphs by using Proposition 6. D
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7 Examples and consequences

7.1 Dimension 2

We have A0 = /, A\ = J - I, £0 = n~lJ, E\ = I - n~lJ. The map * defined by
(22) is a duality map, and it is easy to check triple regularity. Using (29), (30), elementary
computations give for the matrix S defined in (54) the following value:

where the triples indexing rows and columns are (0,0,0), (0, 1,1), (1,0, 1), (1, 1,0),
(1, 1, 1) in this order. Checking that S is an involution gives by Propositions 15 and
18 another proof of the planar duality property.

The vector T defined in (55) is T = (t^1, f0~', f0"', t0t^
2, /f' Y Then it is easy to check

that the star-triangle equation (56) holds if and only if n = 2 - t\t^1 — foff1 and that this
is a consequence of (26). Solving this last equation we obtain the topological spin model
already described in Section 4, i.e. ffl = —ot3, t\ = a~l, with D = -a2 - a"2 (and
consequently n — a4 + a~4 + 2).

As far as we know, the possibility to compute the Jones polynomial of a link or the Tutte
polynomial of a planar graph by star-triangle evaluation has not been considered before,
except in the case n = 2 (the Ising model) where it yields a polynomial-time algorithm
(see [19]).

7.2 Dimension 3

The following result was known in the symmetric case [31]. A nice proof which works also
in the non-symmetric case was found by Munemasa [40] using the framework of the algebras
introduced by Terwilliger in [47]. We now reformulate this idea within the framework of
Section 5.

Proposition 20 Every BM-algebra of dimension 3 generated by a topological spin model
is exactly triply regular.

Proof: The following identities are easy to check using (39), (40):

Observe that /, J together with any one of the matrices W+, W+T, W~, W~T form a basis
of A. Thus using the star-triangle relation (41) together with the above identities (and those
obtained by permuting their factors) we can show that an appropriate basis B of A ® A <8> A
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satisfies n(B) c Inur* and similarly another appropriate basis B' satisfies n*(B') c Inur.
The result now follows from Proposition 9(i). D

It is shown in [31] (see also [26]) that conversely every symmetric triply regular self-dual
BM-algebra of dimension 3 is generated by a topological spin model, provided the scheme
is primitive when n > 5. On the other hand it was shown by Ikuta [30] that a non-symmetric
BM-algebra of dimension 3 with n > 4 is never generated by a topological spin model.
Using Proposition 20 this is also a consequence from the following result due to Herzog
and Reid (see [29]).

Proposition 21 The only non-symmetric triply regular BM-algebra of dimension 3 is the
BM-algebra of the cyclic group of order 3.

Proof: The following properties of non-symmetric BM-algebras of dimension 3 are well
known but we justify them briefly for the sake of completeness.

Since A2 = A] and J = A0 + A, + A2, 0*(A\) = 0*(A2) = {Q*(J - /) = ±(n - 1).
Also since A\A2 = A\A\ is symmetric, it is of the form kl + A.(7 — /). Clearly k =
0*(A\) = i(n - 1). Now applying 9* to the equation A\A2 = 5(1 - I)/ + A.(7 - /) we
obtain (±(n - I))2 = i(n - 1) + X(n - 1) and hence A. = ±(n - 3). Thus n = 4A. + 3,
A\A2 = (2A.+ 1)/ + X(A| + A2) and it easily follows that (/Ii)2 = XAi +(A.+ \)A2 and
(A2)2 = (A.+ 1)A,+;U2.

We now assume that the BM-algebra is triply regular and that A. > 1. The following
argument is essentially the same as the one given for Theorem 2.1 in [29].

Let T be the tournament on the vertex-set X with arc-set E(T) defined by the adjacency
matrix A\. Let us fix ( x , y ) e E(T) and define C = {z e X/(y, z) e E ( T ) , ( z , x ) e
E(T)}, D = {z € X/(y, z) e E ( T ) , (x, z) 6 E(T)}. Since |C| = X + 1 and \D\ =X,C
and D are not empty. The triple regularity property as defined in Section 5.3 implies that
C and D induce regular tournaments, and hence |C| and \D\ are both odd, a contradiction.

D

7.3 Nomura's "Hadamardgraph" topological spin models

A Hadamard graph is a distance-regular graph of diameter 4 on a set X of n = 16m vertices
(m a positive integer) with intersection array {4m, 4m — 1, 2m, 1; 1, 2m, 4m — 1, 4m) (see
[15], [8], [7] for definitions). This means that if we define the matrix A,(; = 0, . . . , 4)
in M(X) by setting the entry A/[x, y] to 1 if the vertices x, y are at distance ;' and to 0
otherwise, the matrices A,(; = 0, . . . , 4) form the basis of Hadamard idempotents of a
BM-algebra A whose parameters can be deduced from the following equations:
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It is then easy to see that the BM-algebra A has two self-dual structures for which the
eigenmatrix P is equal to

or to the matrix PI obtained from PI by exchanging the second and fourth row.
K. Nomura has recently constructed for every Hadamard graph some topological spin

models which belong to its BM-algebra A. More precisely these topological spin models
are given by (see [42])

where

It is easy to check that the models with t2 = 1 (respectively: t2 = —1) fully belong
to the self-dual BM-algebra (A, *i) (respectively: (A, ^2)), where the duality map ^,
corresponds to P,- for / = 1, 2. In other words, (26) holds for PI (respectively: ?2) when
t2 = 1 (respectively: t2 = — 1), and hence, as seen in Section 3, this establishes equations
(1), (2), (3), (4). However the verification of the star-triangle equation (5) is more difficult.
The proof given in [42] relies on the fact that A is triply regular, which is established by
computing explicitly the parameters K(ijk/uvw) introduced in Section 5.3 above.

It is interesting to know what link invariants are associated with the Nomura models. We
found recently an explicit formula for these invariants in terms of the Jones polynomial of a
link and its sublinks [32]. The first step in the proof of this formula is the following result.

Proposition 22 For any two Hadamard graphs on the same number of vertices, the
associated Nomura topological spin models (with corresponding values of to, t\, s) yield
the same link invariant.

Proof: Let A1, A2 be the BM-algebras of two Hadamard graphs with n = 16m vertices.
For i — 1,2 the representative in A' of any object associated with a BM-algebra A in
the previous sections will receive a superscript i. In particular A'j(j = 0 , . . . , 4) will
be the Hadamard idempotents of A' (with notation chosen in such a way that (64) holds
with A'j replacing Aj) and for a graph G, Z'c will be the multilinear form on the BM-
algebra .4' defined in Section 4. We shall also choose the indices of the idempotents so
that corresponding eigenmatrices of A], A2 are equal, i.e. P1 = P2 and Q1 = Q2. Let (p
be the linear map from A1 to A2 defined by tp(A^) = A2 for j — 0 , . . . , 4. We shall show
that, for any connected plane graph G, Zl

c = Z^ • 0®, where ip® denotes the action of <p
on each factor of the relevant tensor product. The result will then follow immediately from
the definitions.
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Since A' is triply regular and self-dual, it is exactly triply regular by Proposition 9. Hence
we may apply Proposition 6 and write Z'G = p'0 • p\ • • • • p'k(i = 1,2), where p'0 is scalar
multiplication by n, and each of p\ p'k corresponds to the action of one of the maps
r', 9', 9*', n,', fj-*', K' , K*' on some factors of a tensor product of copies of A', in such a way
that each pair (pj, p2) corresponds to one of the pairs (r1, r2), (01, 02), (0*1, 0*2), (M1, M2).
(/i*1, M*2), (*', *r2), (/c*1, K*2). Clearly it will be enough to show that (p® • p\ = p2 • tp®
for 7 = 1 , . . . , k. This is immediate from the definition of <p if p] is one of the maps
T', 0', 0*', jit1, At*1. We claim that we also have

By Propositions 7 and 8 we may assume that the maps K' and K*' are given by (52)
and (53). Since F(Al) = F(A2), loosely speaking the equalities (65), (66) mean that
the coefficients (Yijk, AH m j ,)/<AU U W l AB1)U)) and (AHUU), Yijk)/(Yijk, Yijk) (with(i, ;, k) and
(M, v, w) feasible) which appear in (52), (53) have the same values for A1 and A2. By (42),
(43) this already holds for the denominators of these coefficients. Thus it will be enough
to prove that, for any (j, j, k) and (M, v, w) in F(Al) = F(A2),
(it(E] ® E] ® E l

t ) , 7r*(Ai ® A], ® A",)) = (w(£? (g> £2 ® £2), 7r*(A2 ® A2 ® A^)}
(the other equality which is needed for (66) will be obtained from this one by complex
conjugation).

Now by (17) we may write

and similarly

where Q = Ql = Q2.
Hence it will be sufficient to show that, for any r, s, t, u, v, w in 0 , . . . , 4 with (M, v, w)

inF(Al) = F(A2),

(n(Al
r ® A] <8> A,1), n*(A\ ®A}

V<S> Al
w)) = (n(A2 ® A2 ® A,2), 7T*(A2 ® A2 <8> A2,)).

Using (46) and (43) this can be reduced to

The equality of the parameters Kl(rst/uvw) and K2(rst/uvw) for every r, s,t,u,v,w in
{0,.. . ,4}wi th(M, u, w) feasible in A] and A2 is established in [42] (where these parameters
are given as functions of m). Since by (43) (Auuu,, AU U U J} has the same values for A1 and
A2, the proof is complete. D
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7.4 Topological spin models in Abelian group schemes

Let us recall some notations from Section 6.2. X is a finite Abelian group written additively,
and for i e X the matrix A, is defined by At[x, y] = &i,y-x for every x, y in X. We also
have i' = -i and Et = n~l ^.j€X X/0')A/, A-, = £/6jf x/0')£/ where the Xi>' e X, are
the characters of X, with indices chosen such that X/G) = Xj 0) for all i, j in X. Defining
vi> by (22) we obtain a self-dual BM-algebra (A, *).

Then for any u, u, tu in X,

So (M, w, ui) is feasible if and only if « + u + w = 0 and in this case (ABUU) , AB1)U,) = «.
Similarly, jr(AB ® Au ® AM,) = Ea,/3,xex(E*6x AJ*. a]A,,[*, /3]Au,|>, y])ot ® ft ® y =
E«ex a ® (« + f - w) ® (a + u> - H) = ^*(AUI_U ® AB_W ® AU_B) . By Proposition 9(i),
this shows that A is exactly triply regular.

Also Yljk = rc(Ei ® £_,• ® Ek) = n~3 EB,u,u,6X X / ( " ) X j W X k W n(Au ®AV® Aw) =
n~3 Hu,v,wex Haex Xf(«) X;O) XA(^) a ® (a + u - w) <g) (a + u; - M) =
n~3 EaeX Eu.^.yeX Xf(") X./(» + ^) X*(» + >) « ® (» + x) ® (a + )>).

Now E«ex Xi(«) Xj(" + •*) X*(«+}') = EB6x Xi+j+kW XjW Xk(y) = nSOJ+j+k

XjM Xk(y) and thus Yijk = n~2<$0,,-+;+* E^.yex X./U) XtCy) a ® (a + x) ® (a + y).
So we verify that F(A) = F*(A) = {(i, j, /c) e AT3/' + y + -t = 0}. Moreover if

(i, j, fc) is feasible, K(-7-,t< = n~2 X^.^ex Xj(-^)x*()')«|8i (or + x) ® (a + y). Hence for
feasible (i, j, k) and («, t>, w), (y/'y'f, Auuu,) = n~1X7'(u')x*(~11)- It's now easy to check
the equality (61) of Proposition 15 and to obtain that the self-dual BM-algebra (,4, *) has
the #4 duality property. It then follows from Proposition 18 that (A, *) has the planar
duality property and thus we have obtained another proof of Proposition 11. Similarly the
KH reversibility property is immediate from Proposition 16 and yields planar reversibility
by Proposition 19.

The matrix S defined by (54) in Section 5.6 has rows and columns indexed by F(A) and
has entries S(B,,,,u,)(,-,_/,jfc) = n~lX/(w)Xk(—v). We use this to establish the following result
inspired by [3].

Proposition 23 Let f,, i e X, be non-zero complex numbers such that

Then setting W+ — $2,-6x
 fi^i and W = E,6x

 tti '^' yields a topological spin model
(X, W+, W~) with loop variable D which fully belongs to (A, *).
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Proof: Let us first check (26), which reads here:

By (67) we have

and hence (26) follows from (68). We now establish (56), that is ST = T, where T
is the column vector indexed by F(A) with entries T^j,k) = t^t^ltk . Thus we must

show that for every (u, v, w) in F(A), n~l £(,-,M)em) Xj(*")Xk(-v)t^trltk = t~,lt^tw,

or equivalently n~l Y,j,ktx Xj(w)Xk(-v)(tj+kr
lt]~ltk = (Wu,)~ Vv Using (67)this

reduces to

or equivalently

Since Zkl=xXk(-v)Xj(k) = ^k^xXkU - v) = «<$;,„ this becomes
Eyex Xj(w)8j,v t]-2 = t~2Xv(w) and (56) is proved. D

Note that if one finds a solution to (67) such that E/gx'f1 's non-zero, we can normalize
it so that (68) holds as well.

When X is a cyclic group, explicit solutions to (67), (68) can be found in [3]. In [6], the
relationship of equations (67), (68) with the modular invariance property considered in [1],
[3] and [5] is clarified. Moreover these equations are explicity solved for general Abelian
groups and the corresponding spin models are identified with those recently constructed by
Kac and Wakimoto from any even rational lattice [39].

8 Conclusion

The concept of partition function of a spin model defines an interaction between graphs and
BM-algebras. We can investigate this interaction from two main points of view.

From the first point of view we shall be mainly interested in the invariants of graphs and
links that can be evaluated as partition functions of spin models with all edge weights in
a given BM-algebra A. For graphs it would be natural to assign the same matrix E?,/4, to
each edge and to consider the resulting value of the partition function as a polynomial in
the variables t, (see [28]) which we may call the ^-polynomial. When t, = 1 and tj = 0
for j ^ i, the ,4-polynomial of a graph G gives the number of homomorphisms from G
to the graph with adjacency matrix A,. Such invariants are studied in [27] and it would be
interesting to investigate the ^-polynomials in the same spirit.

For series-parallel graphs Proposition 3 gives a matrix-free approach to the computation
of the partition function (which can be applied to the ^-polynomial, or to link invariants).



For plane graphs Proposition 6 also gives a matrix-free approach using star-triangle evalu-
ation if we restrict our attention to exactly triply regular BM-algebras. Clearly star-triangle
evaluation whenever possible will be more efficient (except for very small graphs or link
diagrams) than the brute force computation based on state enumeration. It would be inter-
esting to study rigorously the computational complexity of star-triangle evaluation. Also,
Proposition 22 is only a first example of a contribution of the matrix-free approach to a
better understanding of the link invariants associated with topological spin models, and we
plan to develop further this line of research in the near future.

From the second point of view we shall be mostly interested in properties of BM-algebras
which are relevant to the computation of partition functions. We have studied a number of
such properties here: self-duality, exact triple regularity, generation by a topological spin
model, planar duality, planar reversibility and related notions. We have established a number
of logical implications between these properties. For instance Proposition 12 establishes
a connection between (strong) generation by a topological spin model and planar duality,
Proposition 14 shows that planar duality implies planar reversibility, and Propositions 18,
19 assert that for exactly triply regular BM-algebras, planar duality or reversibility are
equivalent to their specializations to K<\. We have also given a few examples to illustrate
our results. However we are very far from a clear picture of the relations existing between
the above properties and much more examples would be needed. In particular it would be
interesting to have examples of the following types of BM-algebras, or to prove that there
are none:

(a) exactly triply regular, but not self-dual
(b) self-dual, satisfying the K$ duality property but not the planar duality property

(b') self-dual, not satisfying the K$ duality property
(b") self-dual, triply regular, not satisfying the K4 duality property

(c) satisfying the #4 reversibility property but not the planar reversibility property
(c') not satisfying the K$ reversibility property
(c") triply regular, not satisfying the K^ reversibility property

Natural candidates for (b) and (c) would be non-symmetric 3-dimensional BM-algebras
with no anti-automorphism (it is easy to see that the full reversibility property does not hold
for these BM-algebras, since, with the notations of Proposition 21, Zr04j ® • • • ® .4)) > 1
while ZT(A2 ® • • • ® Aa) = 0). An example for n = 15 is described in [13].

By Propositions 18 and 19, for exactly triply regular BM-algebras, planar duality or
planar reversibility can be checked on a single graph, namely K$. Is there also such a
finite decision procedure for general BM-algebras? That is, does there exist a computable
function / such that for every BM-algebra on X, the planar duality or planar reversibility
property is equivalent to its specialization to planar graphs with at most f ( \ X \ ) edges?

In the context of self-dual triply regular BM-algebras we have obtained some simple forms
for the equations defining topological spin models, and we have described some interesting
solutions in the case of Abelian group schemes. We hope to be able to use this approach
for certain other self-dual triply regular BM-algebras. But it would be also interesting to
obtain general results concerning the existence of solutions for these equations.

Finally, we believe that Proposition 12 could be significantly generalized. This would
give a larger class of topological spin models for which the associated link invariants do
not distinguish between inverse links.
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